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while the Japanese were able to sink  two famous battleships of the British,

Hary S. Truman met at Potsdam and decided to drop the atomic bomb into 

japan. It was dropped on the Japanese city of Hiroshima followed by the 

second on Nagasaki three days later. This resulted in the deaths of over 

100,000 persons and the total destruction of the two cities. On 2nd Sep-

tember 1945 Japan agreed to an unconditional surrender.
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 Exercises

 1. Explain the role played by Tokugawa rulers in building modern 

Japan.

 2. What are the Constitutional Reforms implemented under Meiji 

Restoration.

“Countries need freedom. Nations need liberation. People need 

revolution.”  Chou-En-Lai

Student Activities

 1. Draw a map of Japan showing its geographical features. 

2.  Collect pictures depicting the modern development in Japan .

- Farmer Prime Minister of China.
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Figure 3.10  Mao Tse Tung

,
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According to Dr. Sun Yet Sen, there are three stages in the revolution.

1.  Stage of war : Use of force to establish the rule of law in the country.

2.  Trusteeship stage : Training the people, paying respect to revolutionary 

leaders.

3.  Constitution making stage : Preparation of a constitution based on the 

system of representation.

   Nationalism : This meant the liberation of China from foreign forces. 

People should be devoted to the government.

   fo  ecnanetniam  eht  dna  ytingierevos  ralupoP : ycarcomeD  

representative government.

   Professions : When the production of goods are increased rapid changes 

will take place in society.
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The nationalists (Kuo Mintang) performed several valuable services 

after the establishment of power in Nanking. It was during the time of 

Chiang Kai Shek that it was possible to capture power in an extensive 

area in China and set up a uni  ed  administration (after the 18th 

century). The fame of China began to spread throughout the world 

and the nationalists won world recognition very quickly. They also 

established diplomatic relations with several countries. The U.S.A. 

decided to remove the taxes levied on trade with China. Chiang -Kai- 

Shek maintained a secret police for purposes of spying and it was 

known as the ‘Bureau of Investigating and Statiatics’. 
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Some of the ideas contained  in  the writings of Mao Tse Tung in relation 

to the background to the revolution are given below :

  Revolution is not something like inviting the public for a dinner.

        stnasaep eht hcihw hguorht ssecorp eht snaem noitulover laruR 

overthrow the authority of the feudal landlord capitalist class.

  When hundred thousands of people carry on the revolution, it can be 

a storm or a tornado. 

  It is the peasants who will carry out the revolution successfully  in 

China.

The following factors were included in his plan

2.
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Student Activity

 List the diffrences between the communists and the Kuo- Min-Tangs 

  After the defeat of the Nationalists the Communists were active in 

establishing their power in the whole of China.

  In  October 1949 it was announced that the Chinese Republic was 

established and that Peking was its capital.

  The Constitution of the Chinese Republic was announced in 1954.

  It was more or less equal to the Constitution of Soviet Russia.

  According to the Communist system of authority the power of the 

Republic was centralized in the “All China People’s Congress”.

  Freedom of the individual, equal status for men and women, voting 

power to all above the 18 years of age and the right to own property 

was established by the constitution.
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their property to the state temporarily. After that, their behaviour was carefully

Tse-Tung was the chairman and the key to the state machinery was in the hands of
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Student Activities

 Collect pictures relating to the ‘Long March’.

   Draw a map showing the geographical features of China.

 Exercises

! Examine the factors that led to the con  ict between China and the 

Soviet Union.

   Examine logically how China became a world power after the Chinese 

Revolution.


